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17 Affordable Forever 21 Beauty Buys You  

Need In Your Collection ASAP 

By: Summer Arlexis – March 12, 2017 

 

 

If there's one thing Forever 21 does well, it's offering budget-friendly options for the 
penny pinching trendsetter. Now that it's slowly transforming into a mecca for cheap, but 
impressive cosmetics, the best Forever 21 beauty buys make the store a shopper's 
paradise. 

If you never thought the day would come when beauty products would make their way 
onto the list of things you should buy at Forever 21, think again. As of late, the massive 
clothing retailer has been on a roll in the beauty department. Expanding their collection 
to include products that are equally affordable and top quality, the brand's latest beauty 
collaborations have shook the internet. Take the recent Forever 21 x SUVA Beauty 
partnership for example, a deal that had makeup fanatics lusting over every dreamy 
piece of merchandise. Teaming up with the likes of beauty powerhouses like SUVA 
means Forever 21 can now be your one stop shop for snagging wardrobe staples and 
beauty essentials all at once. 
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Whether you grab a few lippies and eye liners in passing or virtually shop the beauty 
selection online, Forever 21 likely has something that'll make you fall in love. Be 
prepared to go crazy on an involuntary shopping spree because these 17 beauty gems 
are too good to pass up. 

1. Nudestix Lip & Cheek Pencil Set 

 

Lip & Cheek Pencil Set, $15, forever21.com 

With these lip and cheek duos, it's like having four pencils for the price of two. Complete 
with a case that features a mirror and lids equipped with sharpeners, these all-in-one 
pencils function as matte lipsticks, liners, and blush stains. 

Just when you thought Forever 21 couldn't get any better, the brand hits hard with some 
of the best beauty products. Make the store your do-it-all fashion and beauty 
destination, and your chances of leaving with an empty wallet may be high. 

 

https://www.bustle.com/p/17-affordable-forever-21-beauty-buys-you-need-in-your-
collection-asap-40009 


